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..TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY
THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR MEANING . . . TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSIBLE THE WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH
LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION . . . TO PROVIDE A
VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF
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GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD.''
_EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967

comment
For a very long time, not only members
Churches of Christ but also many
Americons have been preoccupied
- and
rightly sõ
with the question oî truth.
But

of

writers

in- this

issue

o/

suggest thot the very way

Mission Journal

in which

we

define

our search for truth almost foreordains a
degree offailure.

The problem, it is suggested, lies in our
ossumption lhat lruth is only cognitive. In
point offact, however, the deeper truths
the ones thot reolly count
appeal at least

-

os much to the human imagination rather
than to the intellect alone.
It is here that artistry and literoture cqn
be profound conveyers of religious truth.

Bul sometimes literoture tells us more
than we are prepored to hear. When this
happens, there frequently are eîlorts to
stifle the imagination and its literary
expressions ond to restrict truth to the
partial truths of cognition. It is simply more
com"fortable lhis woy. Indeed, as Jqmes E.
Barcus warns, the full truth "drowns some
men and sends some insqne." But the truth
must nonetheless be told.

In

this issue

of ffte Journal, Barcus

oddresses this theme with rcspect lo
Americon culture at large, while Bruce
Edwards oddresses this problem in the
Churches of Christ, in particulør. And Dale

Brown shows us that Churches of Christ
and the larger American culture ore closely
related on this issue.
There is no question but that the effort to

restrict truth to the intellect is a central
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Stifling the Truth:
The Current Assault
On Morals, Letters,
and Humane Society

\_,
"The teøcher of literøture has chosen, for better or worse, a ffi of the outcast.
He or she forces men to listen to wild tsles which øre wild becøuse they are true.
Such truth drowns some men and sends some insane, but the story must be told."
By JAMES E. BARCUS

I

he poet has enjoyed a golden age only as a racial

memory. Few individual poets have experienced
the present as a particularly propitious moment in
which to write. Artists from Sophocles to Steinbeck,
from Michelangelo to Matisse have lamented the
artist's fate. In every age the artist's cry has been the
same: "The times have never been ,fforse; the artist
has never been so neglected."

Teachers of literature have enjoyed, however, a
kind of golden age in recent memory. For at least a
decade federal money supported the arts and the

humanities. Amateur filmmakers searched the
Cumberland Mountains for damsels with and

without dulcimers, and potters

fashioned

innumerable jugs while their wheels turned faster

than those in Ezekiel's vision. English literature

burst. Our stock is down,

as deflated as Confederate

bills.

I

do not intend to expound upon our mutual
I will not join those crepe-hangers, those

misery.

soothsayers turned doomsday prophets who forecast
that English departments, like Classics departments,
will go the way of all flesh. I have no quick answer to
the glut of Ph.D.'s. I suspect that the tide has not yet
turned and that employers will, for some time, prefer
a poorly educated but highly trained accountant or
computer programmer to the well-educated but
nontechnical graduate. Industry and this country
cannot long survive under such conditions, but

industry will learn only by trial and error.
In spite of these calamitous conditions,

I

believe

enrollments climbed like the national debt. English

that the real threat to literature-its study, its
criticism, and in fact to its creation as well as its

E. Barcus is Chairperson of the Department of English at Baylor
University. This article was originally delivered as an address before the
Christianity and Literature Conference at Trinity College this past spring.

than low class enrollments and a surplus of Ph.D.'s.
The real threat comes in a variety of forms waving
banners of many hues, but regardless of color, they
are war banners. Like Birnam woods the enemy has
come upon us while we harked to other sirens. The

departments, imitating the Coca-Cola Bottling
Company, ejected Ph.D.'s with awesome regularity
and uniformity. And now the South Sea bubble has
James

existence-is far more subtle and more frightening
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witches cannot be faulted, for we have trusted and
rested when eternal vigilance is the price we pay for
the existence of art. Like the Democrats who sat in

stupified silence while Reagan stole the fielcl, our
enemies encompass us around and we are unaware of
our desperate plight. The attack on our profession
and our deepest loves strikes hard and vigorously,
and we are camped on the opposite shore scarcely
aware of what is happening.
,d Varied Attack

The attack comes in various fonns. On the one
hand, the battle is being fought in state textbook
commissions across the nation. The leader in one
state-a self-appointed guardian of public school
reading material
more influence than
- possesses
any individual teacher
of literature, In fact, he
threatens to undo the combined gains of the NCTE
and the MLA. Having surveyed current anthologies
of American and British literature, this outspoken
champion of textbook reform may yet reinstate
Oliver Wendell Holmes, V/hittier, Longfellow, and
Amy Lowell as representatives of America's finest
literary achievements. One of his guiding lights (I will
not dignify his delusions with the word principles ) is,
I believe, a will-of-the-wisp. The best literary talent,
he argues, is always recognized and popular in its
own time. ,Ergo eliminate Emily Dickinson since she
was unknown to her contemporaries. I will not
extend the list of authors he believes should be
excluded on this score.

Following this criterion, Barbara Cartland's
romances and Louis L'Amour's westerns are the
Iiterary masterpieces of our time. According to a
recent Saturday Review article, Barbara Cartland
presently has 150 million copies of her 275 plus titles
2l
in print. In 1976, she wrote
- flo, dictated - fur
novels while cozily snuggled beneath her white
rugs and warmed with a hot water bottle. In July her
connections became even grander when her close
relative Lady Diana married Prince Charles.

Louis L'Amour, who admittedly

uncJertakes

metieulous historical research, has only 78 titles to
his credit but has approximately I l0 million eopies in
print, The leader in this paek of best-sellers and
supposed literary masterpieces, however, is Harold
Robbins, who has sold at least 200 million copies of
his 15 titles. He now earns 7.5 million per novel and
boasts that he never rewrites. Clearly if you find
students resisting Hemingway and T.S. Eliot, Yeats,
and Faulkner, the problem lies with your choice of a
book. Y<lu clo not recognize a literary masterpiece.

The attack on literary anthologies includes not
only the addition of Whittier and Longfellow, but
the deletion of partieularly odious authors ¿rnd
works. On the hit list are Jonathan Swift's A Modest
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Proposal and Henrik lbsen's An Enemy of the
People. IJoth are vile ancl destructive to American
values and virtues, but Swift's essay receives special
notice because it urges cannibalism. Lawrence's
"The Roeking Horse Winner" contributes to the
demise of the family and is not appropriate for
classroom discussion.

The problem is not unique to just one

state.

Similar voices are being heard in state capitols across
the nation, Reagan's landslide victory, the wellheeled campaigns of the Moral Majority, and the
rapid growth of the Christian day school movement
suggest that witch hunts may become as familiar to
the residents of Salem, Oregon, and Salem, Illinois,

"Blind patriotism, reguktr church sttendance, and care.ful attention to hean patches
are insuJJicient critería o.t'' moral ¡terfectiott. "

as Salem,

Massachusetts. Ironically teachers of
Iiterature have joined the wolves nipping at Adonais'

feet. In a recent professional meeting which I
of literature from a reputable

attended, a teacher

institution argued in all seriousness that students do
not write well because we teachers of literature
endorse bad stylists like Faulkner and e. e.
cummings. F'ired by back to basics enthusiasm,
this teacher exhibited an evangelical fervor which
captivated his learned audience. After a forty-year
fall from grace, the discipline of English may be
restored to its pristine glory and its original state, he
argued, by eliminating Vonnegut and Eliot from
reading lists.

The movement to sterilize literature and language
gained a kind ofintellectual and artistic respectability

with the publication of John Gardner's On Moral
Fiction. Clearly, Gardner would repudiate the use
which some are making of his lucidly written book.
Carclner's observaiions have a certain validity. In the
tradition of Spenser and Dante, Gardner argues that
"true art is moral." True art "seeks to improve life,
not debase it." His premise echoes V/ellek ancl
Warren who argued years ago that great art endorses

man's highest aspirations. Among the world's
masterpieces, they argued, only "Antony and
Cleopatra" rises to great literary heights on a risky
moral foundation.
GarrJner also sounds the important warning that
all that glitters is not art. The tinny and commercial
often clominate American cultural life. Wrapped

museums, silent sonatas, and futile attempts to
eonstruct mud walls in a monsoon receive critical
acclaim. Gardner's critique of contemporary culture
has challenged the artistic cornmunity to rc-examine

its value s and commitments. Writiirg in the
Arnoldian tradition, Cardner also lays heavy
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responsibilities on the critic to "see things steadily
and to see them whole."
Unfortunately Gardner's dogmatism and willingness to call a dog a dog also fuels those forces wishing
to emasculate the prophetic voice of the artist. As
Gardner himself says, "True art is too complex to

Art that tries hard to tell the
truth unretouched is difficult and often offensive. It
tears down our heroes and heart-warming
convictions, violates canons of politeness and
humane compromise." Gardner's vision is complex,
but his face
- set like flint - looks toward a new
Jerusalem of his own making.
Faced with a vocal and well-funded opposition,
overseen by administrators anxious for every tuition
and tax dollar, threatened by declining enrollments,
and struggling to ansìver demands for academic
accountability, the teacher of literature struggles
against difficult odds. Yet the magnetic attraction of
literature withstands assaults. The teacher of
literature knows what drew him, nay, compelled him
to enter in and to devote his life to the study of
words. His Nicene Creed has not been revised; his
Westminster confession has not been superseded.
Like all creeds, it is worth repeating frequently
because verbalization reaffirms and reconfirms. And
like all creeds, verbalization, both individually and
collectively, of the major tenets benefits and is
necessary to the health of the individual teacher as
reflect the party line.

well

as

the group.

Choosing Damnation

Therefore, in the midst of this controversy, we
must not fear a certain elitism. Popular acclaim is
neither a vote for nor against the literary work.
Failure to sell no more confirms literary merit than
does best-seller status. Dickens enjoyed remarkable
public success; Emily Dickinson, none at all.

Tennyson was lionized; Edward Taylor was
unknown. Every schoolboy once knew Longfellow
and Bryant, but wide-spread memorization of
"Thanatopsis" cannot introduce a merit which dcles
not inhere. Wild fluctuations in public taste only
confirm the universality of great art. Although
Robert Louis Stevenson rides a roller-coaster of
popular acclaim, Dante, Vergil, and Wordsworth
challenge consistently. Dante's icy hell freezes
sophomoric hearts. Aeneas's journey out of Troy
with his father on his tlack, his gods in his arms, and
his son following inspires a hushed reverence still.

Harold Robbins, Barbara Cartland, and

Louis

L'Amour outsell Dante and Vergil annually, but those
whcl have experienced Dante's Inferno and agonized
over Vergil's Troy are a wiser and better people than
lovers of Cartland's heroines and the viearious riders
in L'Amour's posses. I am not ashamed to join that

of people who have walked through
Purgatory and wept over the ashes of Troy.
In the face of emotional appeals to fuzzy ideals
and empty phrases, the teacher of literature must
affirm again and again that morality in art does not
require endorsement of the status quo. Vergil's
elite group

of Innocence," and
Thoreau's Walden criticize in order to raise to a
higher moral standard. Blind patriotism, regular
church attendance, and careful attention to bean
patches are insufficient criteria of moral perfection.
Artists like Vergil, Blake, and Thoreau reject the
usual criteria in favor of a new response to life's
ambiguities. Tennyson's "In Memoriam" spoke to
the heads and hearts of a Victorian generation caught
between scientism and religiosity. Faced with the
grave's dark reality and the failure of a faded
religion, Tennyson raised a new consciousness, a
faith against faith in disbelief. Huck Finn struggles to
reconcile the demands of society and the claims of his
personal friendship for Jim. The unrelenting bonds
of society on Huck's spirit and life force him to
choose between society's blessing and heaven or
society's curse and hell. "All right, then," he says,
"I'll go to hell."
In this sense then the artist, the critic, and the
teacher of literature often choose hell and
damnation. Society's curse lies heavy on James
Baldwin, Henry David Thoreau, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, and even Sir Walter Scott
he were
- if Chaucer
properly read and understood. Even
recognized his ambivalent status as an artist, and not
even his retraction resolves the tension. Thirty lines
of prose apology cannot atone for the Tales.
The teacher of literature has chosen, for better or
worse, a life of the outcast. His field of endeavor is
no rose garden. Like the Ancient Mariner, the
Aeneid, Blake's "Songs

"The vû¡ces wkích now tkreøten literøtwre
wsnt an art which øffirms the simplistic ønd
pøtently false."
of literature stops the Wedding Guests and
forces them to listen to wild tales which are wild
because they are true. Such truth drowns some men
and sends some insane, but the story must be told.
The truth will out in spite of society's repression.
Great art also complicates rather than simplifies
life. It monumentalizes stone walls and diminishes
Ozymandias's memorial. The voices which now
threaten literature want an art whieh affirrns the
simplistic and patently false. Verbal counterparts tr:
Rockwell's Saturday Evening Posl covers can never
substitute for the ambiguities of literary experienees.
Rather, art from the Greeks to the Beats has affirmed
teacher
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a multi-faceted vision of toads in imaginary gardens
and worms that invade the loveliest of roses. If life
on board ship teaches Billy Budd and the reader
anything, it is that life is not just, that justice and an
ordered society may, in fact, be incompatible. Billy
Budd and other innocents suffer and die in this world
if order and regularity are to be maintained. This
essentially subversive function of literature
consistently calls into question the ordering

principles of life and society. Milton's passionate
defense of the deliberate process, his refusal to
acknowledge an authority inconsistent with his own

best thoughts, and his faith in man's right to choose

their lives pushing barns down country lanes. "I
determined," he saicl, "not to come to the end of my
life and discover I had not lived, " I expect, he wrote,
to cut a wide swath, to determine if life was mean or
not and if mean to get all of the meanness out of it.
Revealing his disdain for the encumbrances

perpetuated by owning property, Thoreau discarded
a lovely rock. It was only an object to dust.
Moreover, art neither confirms our prejudices nor
denies our goodness. Rather it reminds us that good
and evil are everywhere intermingled in this world,
that no one possesses all the truth, that no one has
God in a box. We all hope to think God's thoughts

for himself made Milton an outcast from his own after Him, but whoever

society. Hawthorne's insistence that chastity is not to
be equated with purity of heart and that violence
performed on mind and soul is still violence are ideas
which place him out of the mainstream of American

life now.

Art refuses the glib and the easy. Art, for example,
does not accept death: "Do not go gently into that
good night." Neither does art deny death: "Thelazy
geese . . . cried in goose, AIas,,/For the tireless heart
within the little/Lady with rod that made them
rise/From their noon apple-dreams and scuttle
Goose-fashion under the skies!" It is, however, no
wonder that her brown study astonishes us all. Art
writes blackness in big letters as in Richard Wright
and Flannery O'Connor. Black Americans and
Southern whites share a common heritage of fear,
hatred, and dependency. They are brothers beneath

the skin, identical in every important

detail:

anatomically, spiritually, and intellectually. Wright

"ft ís no coincidence that totalitøríøn
governments of both the right and the left
ínhibit the comìc sp¡r¡t."
and O'Connor slash through the pretenses erected to
shield us from realities. Good men are hard to find in
Chicago and in Georgia"
Although Prince Charles occasionally finds his
Lady both in real life and in art, it is also possible for

the king to lose both his throne and his family.

Guinivere chose less than the best, and Lancelot is

searred by more than rvar. Lear's abdication
produces frightful consequences because as in life,
natural bonds once broken are not easily restored. In
fact, Cordelia's death, underscored by Lear's howls
of anguish and grief, reminds us that humans are more
fragile than testimonies on TV talk shows want us to
believe.

Private property we are told is the key to American
society and the keystone of the free enterprise
system. But 'I'horeau reminds us that farmers spend
6

says he does refutes the hope

in his assertion.

Art and Laughter
Finally, the critics of imaginative literature seek to
deny to all humans the gifts of laughter and humor.
Ironically, they even fail to see the humor in arguing
that Swift's Proposal defends cannabalism. It is no
coincidence that totalitarian governments of both the
right and the left inhibit the comic spirit. Neither
Russia under Stalin nor Iran under the Shah
encouraged the humorist. He is irreverent and
frequently subversive. But he is also the eternal
optimist. Comedy exists wherever there is even a
glimmer of hope for change. Pious curates and
fraudulent legislators deny the possibility and the
desirability of change, and thus they are frustrated by
laughter.

Moliere's struggle for royal permission to present a

public performance of Tørtuffe is the archetypal
struggle of all comeclians. Totalitarianism in any form
- either monarchical, dictatorial, or proletarian strives to eliminate the Molieres, the Swifts, and the
Sheridans who dare expose excesses and errors. The
totalitarian mind understands how dangerous the
comic spirit is to any society intent on maintaining
the status quo.

If the new textbook revisionists have their way,
Shakespeare and Twain as well as Ben Jonson and

Alexander Pope will come under the ax. To this
mindset clearly Lysander and Demetrius strike a

deadly blow to parental authority. Hermia and
Helena have lost a biblical perspective on the

patriarchal society. Twain's amusing and comic tale
of a town corrupted and determined to turn its
corruption to good account uproots good decent
citizenry everywhere.
Only the most secure of people and institutions can
tolerate the eomic spirit" Those who know their faults
and hope for change * in fact
those who believe
that change is possible welcome -laughter and humor.
Thus, the Christian who believes most passionately in

the possibility

of change ought to welcome the
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comic spirit. Paradoxically, it is the Christian who
frequently feels most threatened by humor and
satire.
In the midst of widespread fear ancl intolerance of
comedy, one positive example is indelibly impressed
on my mind. Nearly fìfty years ago, a college mascot

and the favorite pet of faculty and students on a
church-related campus met an untimely death. A
bronze plaque now marks his grave
- a marker
tolerated and encouraged by an enlightened college
administrator who refused to bow to sanctimonious
zealots and humorless preachers. The marker gives
the dog's name and a brief comment: "Dammit. He
is dead."
Our society must not only tolerate, but welcome
this kind of vision which forces us to see ourselves as
others see us. A humorless society is a sick society,
and he who reads Swift's Modest Proposal as
propaganda for cannibalism will also believe that
Shakespeare's comedies encourage disobedient
children and undermine the sanctity of the family. To
this mentality every Falstaff is dangerous to the body
politic and every Katrina a potential "women's
Iibber." Tartuffe becomes a tragic figure, a victim of

1981

bad press and greedy children.
Keeping alive the comic spirit will not be easy, The
forces arrayed against it are formidable and

determined. The coalition of religious and political
parties seeking to dominate American intellectual life
cannot tolerate the amused stare of the humorist.
And the teacher of literature who wears the comic
mask easily will be an easy target for witless John
Fartridges.
I am not, however, a pessimist. I do not prophesy
the twilight of our culture; I do not believe that
"universal darkness covers all"" The President of
Yale University commented recently that "a liberal
education is at the heart of a civil society, and at the
heart of a liberal education is the act of teaching." I
would amend the statement to say that at the heart of
a liberal education is the act of teaching literature.
Not Bryant and Longfellow and Carland or Louis

L'Amour. But Milton, and Stevens, Vonnegut, and
John Fowles. We sail on strange seas of thought,
carrying a cargo, books, which are powder kegs to

It is a dangerous, but necessary voyage
requiring considerable courage, unusual vision, and a
the mind.

wild surmise.

-----*--:14$m

Literary Art and the
Restoration Movement,
Or, What Has Bohemia
To Do With Nashville?

"It

ís very odd that our movement has produced sa few creditable srtists witk
the written ward, when ûur trîovernerît has given the wrítterî word suck un
honored phace, Where eþ'e w\ar Lewises, û'Çorunors, &md ßueehnew?"
tsy BR{JCtr L" EÐW,å}¿ÐS, JR..

w

:ffi;i#'ff :ff*' iå J: J#:i3i ?#:åill
,

who believe there is something to be said for bringing
art into the church or, to put it another way, who
think artistie achievement ought fo flow frorn the
church into the world it seeks to redeem.
llruce L. Ëdrvarcls, Jr., is Assist.ant. Prolessor in the Departtneut ol English,
Bowling Grecn State Univelsity, Iìorvling Grce n, Ohio.

Tertullian speaks out of his own time, his own
peculiar milieu, but as the late Dorothy

L.

Sayers

observed, "The Church as a body has never made up
her mind about the Arts, and it is hardly too much to
say that she has never trieel" {Chrí,stian l"etters to a
Fost-Christian World [Eerdmans, 1969], p. 69]. The
church Sayers refers to, of course, is the ehurch ¿zl
large, the chureh down through the ages to our time
and not any particular sectarian version of the church
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which may have surfaced.
But if it can be said that the ehurch aggregate "has
never made up her mind," it can be said with equal

vigor that restoration churches have hardly
considered the matter at all, except

or

to occasionally

repudiate the worldliness which is
assumed to be inherent in "Art." To express the
dilemma in the cadences of the biblical text which
Tertullian echoes, "What indeed has Bohemia to do
with Nashville? What concord is there between art
and the Church of Christ? What between artists and
denounce

Christians?

"

Leland Ryken's recent book, Triumphs of the
Imagination: Literature in Christian Perspective,
goes a long way in offering an apology for literary art
and its beneficial use by Christians. Yet the kind of
arguments he sets forth are not well-suited to a
restoration audience, an audience not accustomed
to what might be called the ' 'sacramental
imagination" which is indigenous to many other
Christian traditions.

Our church buildings are rather plain and
functional; it is "the Lord's money" we are

using-thus prudence, practicality and reverence for
his name rule out the ornate, the grandiose, the over-

indulgence we find in the cathedrals and temples of

other faiths. It is relatively rare to find the cross
itself-a natural and dramatic symbol if there ever
was one-displayed in our architecture within or
without. Our music-exeluding, of course, the
instrumental churches-tends also to be very
straightforwardly practical, even predictable perhaps, as we carry out the admonition of Col. 3:16;
our songbooks, ironically, tend to be filled with the
revivalist fervor of the denominational world we
shun: Stamps-Baxter tunes extraordinaire, with a
lively beat and light symbolism, dominate the song
service.
But these styles, these artifacts are part of the definition of who we are ancl where we came from. One
supposes that it is no more fitting for us to complain
about these elements than it weiuld be to critieize our

parents' bone structure. We are a rough-hewn
people, unaÇeustomeel to the finesse, to the presumed

grandiloquene e assoe iated with the artistie
temperament. And to berate the restoration ehurches
for their unresponsiveness here may be to judge them
by unfair eriteria. Visual and musical arts are almost
by definition excluded from our heritage by the
theological stance we have taken since before the turn
of the century.
What is not so easy to explain or to exeuse is the
restoration movement's relative failure to produce
great, even gaod, writers. who might influenee not

only the world of Christian faith, but also those
outside the faith. The Anglicans have given the worlel

I

C.S. Lewis, Charles Williams, T.S. Eliot, Dorothy L.
Sayers and many more. The Catholics have produced
Flannery O'Connor, Walker Percy, J.R.R. Tolkien,
as well as G,K. Chesterton. Even the Presbyterians,
Alexander Campbell's former associates, have given
us Frederick Buechner.

My list is selective, of course; the categories
"great" and "good" are arguably subjective and
nebulous to a certain extent. But it remains very ocld
that our movement has produced so few creditable

artists-artists with the written word:

poets,
novelists, essayists, apologists. What is so very odd
[H9{f !]9H!nent has given the written word such

"We ere s rough-hewn people, unaccustomed to the finesse, to the presumed grsndiloquence assocíøted with the ortist¡c tem-

pefament."

an honored place; we have had a series

of powerful

"editor-bishops" in our two

Èundred
years-restoration history itself is in many wâys a
study of periodicals more than of churches or doctrines. The printed word-as slick tabloid or mimeographed church bulletin-has had an enormous
shaping effect on our perception of faith and of the
world. How can it be that out of that environment
men and women have not arisen to share the peculiar
insights of restoration Christians with the world?
Where are our Lewises, O'Connors, and Buechners?
Why Our Aversion to Art?
One quite evident reason for this situation has been
alluded to above: restoration churches have been, on
the whole, very utilitarian and pragmatic in their
approaches to worship and to the communication of
their faith. The restoration ideal, essentially, is that

all things might be accounted for, in their
plaees-that the pattern followed to its logical eonclusion will yield an effieient, no frills organization.
Doetrine is l-2-3; worship is five acts; there is a
plurality of elders in each church; the litany here is
familiar to all.
There is an amazing symmetry about restoration
ehurches too little noted, and yet this ostensible
balance also yielcls a plainness, a greyness which
aceounts, perhaps, for the dearth of creative artists
among us. We put a premium on direet, clear,
eoncisely staLed infonnøtion; the less ornamentation
the better. In this way, restoration Christians are
heirs to Plato, who would banish the 'omaker" or
poet from his perfcct republic.
Vy'riters, like ofher artists, are suspect in the public
mind, but especially in the mind of conservative
Christians. This mistrusf stems from the same plafform on whieh Tertullian, Augustine, and others
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down to our time have stood. The person who can
master words has a great deal to say about the shape
our world takes; he or she can author a world and a
worldview to take us in. The wordsmith is more a
threat to the public mind than, say, a skilled plumber
or truck driver. While plumbers or truck drivers may
affect the externals of life (they fix my faucets and
bring me bread), the writer, the artist can affect inner
things, not just what I eat, but whether I should: not
just the whatness of life, but also the how, the why,
the ought.

Christians, more than most folks, know there is
power in words, and restoration Christians have a
formidable skepticism toward the fancy and the

elaborate. Better Johnny

or Kathy be occupied

learning some "legitimate" skill like TV repair or
French cooking than to be learning "merely" how to
communicate in a lively and creative manner. In
short, there is no incentive, no purpose in becoming
rhetorically or aesthetically sensitive. Our brethren
want

"data," not poetry,

But there is anothero more telling reason, I think,
than the fact that there is little place for art as art in
our churches. And that is that we simply lose those
with the artistic sensibility to other churches-to
non-restoration bodies which provide the wouldbe artist with a nurturing environment. One way to

look at this phenomenon-the way, in fact, most

conservative restorationists do-is to regard these
defections as apostasy, viewing those who have left
us as "not of us," as those who have left the "one
faith." To this way of thinking, when our "best and
brightest" gravitate to the Ivy League schools and
major in such esoterica as "Byzantine architecture"
or "medieval poetry," they are only confirming the

fact that "they were not worthy." As a result, these
heirs of the restoration movement must either turn to
an avant-garde group of restorationists or to the

historic denominations.

Another way of viewing these unfortunate departures, however, is that these artists are being
exiled from the communities which gave them birth
and sustenance, gave them their faith. These exiles
make brethren uncomfortable before they leave, for
they "see things" that others do not; they emphasize
aspects of the faith neglected or forgotten in their
home churches; they find nuances and subtleties
where most find black and white.
Eut here restoration churches only share with the
public at large its general disdain for art and artists;
the artist as exile, as the prophet with no country, is
not something peculiar to the disaffected restoration
artist. It is and has been the central motif of the artist
from the beginning.
In my opinion, the stumblingblock among
restoration churches is not primarily this aversion to
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art by the "common man," however. lnstead, I
think it can be traced to the fact that artists like those
mentioned earlier-Lewis, Percy, Buechner-articulate a core faith, a "mere Christianity," that is not
the possession of any one sect or cult. In a word, the
restoration movement has no room for an artist or
spokesperson of any kind who is interested in celebrating this kind of mutual, sharable faith.
We love our distinctiveness, our unique positions
and postures, more than we love the common faith of
the centuries. For us, time stopped at the end of thc

first century and began again only at

some

unspecified point in the 1800's. We "love to tell the

"We put ø prem¡um on d¡rect, clear, con'
cisely stated informationi the less ornamentatìon the better. In this way, restorot¡on

Chrístians øre he¡rs to Plato, who would
banìsh the 'maker' or poet from his perfect

republic."
"

but it is our story we love to tell, not the story
for his story belongs to all-it is not
and never can be copyrighted and held exclusively by
story,

of

Jesus per se;

any one group. And because the incarnation, the
resurrection, the redemption are not distinctive
notions to our movement, we are not quite as interested in them as others are.

Events, doctrines, metaphors, symbols which have

fired the imaginations of generations within other
church bodies elicit only a nod or wink of recognition;
we go beyond these to "weightier matters." To put it
crassly: we have tao much to believe, so much that it
would be impossible to articulate it in a coherent,

artistic way. The Lord's Supper can inspire a
painting, a sonata, a novel, a poem; the question of
how often

it

should be taken and what its elements

should be, cannot.

The paradoxical thing is that other groups have

their distinctives too: doctrines, habits, patterns,
procedures which help to identify them and offer to
their members a particular kind of fellowship and
worship. Yet these bodies are able to proclaim the
common story of faith, and what is more, to produce

artists capable of articulating that story in
imaginative and creative ways that introduce
unbelievers to the Jesus they would never eneÕunter
in another medium" Coneeding this realm almost cntirely to the "denominational world," the restoration
churches must compromise eventually, turning parasitically to the scholars and artists of other traditions

to fill these gaps"
.Artistic lmagination in the Gospel
To many, however, this is as it shoulcl t¡e. Some
a
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suggest, for example, that it is the unique contribution of the Campbell-Stone movement to reject the
prevailing culture and its pretensions*that costly,
recalcitrant dissent from the status quo is the essence

of the restoration mind, But it is too facile a
judgment to toss artistry into the wind with the
world, the flesh, and the devil.

It may well be true that art and artists

have

suffered from the reputation of being

"artsy," i.e.,
arcane, dilettantish, even, pejoratively,

but He does not lecture. He uses
paradox, proverb, exaggeration, parable,
irony; even (I mean no irreverence) the "wisepreaches

crack. . . ." Histeaching. . . cannotbe grasped
by the intellect alone, cannot be "got up" as if
it were a "subject . . . ." He will not be, in the
way we want, "pinned down," The attempt is
(again, I mean no irreverence) Iike trying to
bottle a sunbeam. (Reflections on the Psalms,
pp. 1 l2-l l3,)

"effeminate." That there are blackguard artists, that
there is wretched literature, sculpture, music, et al.,
no one would deny. But what may be rnissed here is
that art is a way of seeing, a means of apprehending
truth, that complements, not competes with, reason.

This is not the place for a sustained apologia for
art, for the use of imagination, within the church,
but I must offer, before closing, some possible

of being the dilettante circum-

First, among the many things that need f"o be restored to the church of the twentieth century, foremost rnay be the mythopoeic visir¡n of the early

In defining art this way I risk the possibility of

seeming pretentious,

scribed above. But I would argue strenuously that
God comes to us not only through our minds, with
"reason," but also through our senses, through the
imagination.
It is to the imagination-to put it poetically, it is to
the soul of man-that God appeals in the incarnation
and resurrection of his Son. There is nothing

"logical" or "reasonable" about it; if these events
are not the "Absolute Paradox" about which

Kierkegaard speaks, they at least suggest that God
may communicate to us through the nonlogical. That
God should take upon himself flesh, that he should
die on a cross, that he should rise again-this is the
stuff of the imagination, of the heart and not the
head.
To the hard-headed Jewish legal mind of the first
century, the gospel was an absurdity-it could not be
fitted into the "logical" categories the covenant
people had built up over the centuries. When we turn
to Paul in Romans and Galatians, we find him doing,
as it were, the best he could to put the atonement in
the terms of a legal brief; he gets to the heart of the

matter, ultimately, only when he can employ

metaphor and symbol, parable and image. And
anyone who considers the words of Jesus in the
gospels will immediately see that when the Son of
God wants to explain the kingdom or describe his
mission, he reaches as well for the artistic and the
imaginative. C.S. Lewis puts it best:
We may observe that the teaching of Our Lord
Himself, in which there is no imperfection, is
not given us in that cut-and-dried, fool-proof,
systematic fashion we might have expected or

desired, He wrote no book. We have only
reported sayings, most of them uttered in
answer to questions, shaped in some degree by
their context. And when we have collected them
all we cannot reduce them to a system. lìe
10

remedies within restoration churches.

church. By "mythopoeic" I refer to the ability to
"see" with the imagination, the ability to read the
symbols and images by which Christ is revealed in

scripture-and the "signs" of God's presence and
handiwork in the world at large. The most inaccessible book to modern Christians (despite the proliferation of calendarizing interpretive schemes) is the
Book of Revelation; yet it is clear from this text that
the early church was capable of deciphering John's
message despite its highly metaphorical language.
But it is not only apocalyptic works like Revelation
and Matthew 24 and Daniel and Ezekiel which are
rich in symbolism and figurative language which
appeal almost exclusively to the imagination-

"It

is to the imagination
to put it poetically, it is to the soul of møn
- that God
øppeøls in the incqrnøtion and resurrection
of his Son. There is nothing 'logical' or
'reasonable' about ít " "
nearly every New Testament writer employs images,
subtleties, word-pictures to communicate the
messâge. We must recover or develop the

imagination as well as our reqson

in order

to

respond to the written word appropriately. We must
add to the "symbols" we have already incorporated

into our church life*baptism and the Lord's
supper-others which we may have neglected or dismissed: the incarnation and its implications for artistic achievement within our churches especially.
Secondly, we should encourage those with artistic
sensibilities to explore their talents in the context of
the chureh, elispensing with the notion that tlte
highest and only worthwhile'oministerial" position is
that behind the pulpit. In so doing, we should provide opportunities for those so talented to share their
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faith through their chosen medium, creating the
outlets and channels by which they can be
manifested. But not only that, every member ought
to be encouraged to express his/her faith in the most

creative, most compellingly beautiful way-in response to the apostolic admonition that "whatever
you do, in word or in deed, do it all in the name of
the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father

through Him," for our God is a God of great
artistry, beauty and creativity.
Finally, we can demand from our leaders*
speakers, teachers, singers, prayers-more creativity,
more sensitivity to the senses which the Lord God has
given us to respond to him. Nothing within the
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of the
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Huckleberry Finn and the
Prodigal Son: On Going Home

"We have substituted.for the gloríous dreøm oJ' Christ for his churah $ gûûd,
stable, rniddle-class sociel institution where we cøn ffieet friends and J'eel
Çomfarteble" So, what remains? Fassiltly, f{uek and "fim can speük to us yet""
Ey D,Atr,Fì BROWN

n the classic American nove|, The Adventures of
Huckleberry
Þ'inn, Mark Twain deals with the
^
perennial question of Christians * "How am I to be
in the world but not o/the world?"
In Huckleberry Finn, Twain gives us a vision of

f
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Dale Brown teaches English in Republic Fligh School, Republic, Missouri.

hope in the young boy, Huck, whose innocence and

heroism provide a marked contrast to the corrupt

civilization through whieh Huck passes. (Twain
explicitly points to this eorruption when he refers at
the outset and the conclusion of the novel to the
attempts to "sivilize" Huck. The misspelling

il
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capsulizes the mistaken course of the culture,)
Yet, even Huck finally succumbs to the level of the

surrounding civilization. From the crowning
of all American literature' -. Huck's

statement

"All right, then, I'll

go to hell..."2

-

1¡rs

descend to

the concluding scenes where Huck resubmits to the
domination of Tom Sawyer's foolishness, and where
Jim, who has reached heights of nobility on the raft,
becomes again the shuffling, benighted, stereotypic
slave.

But does this not explain the peculiar attractiveness
and longevity of the novel? We find this ambiguity
and tragedy compelling, because it strikingly resembles our own experience in life. Huck is an

affirmation of the frail possibility of hope in an
ultimate destiny ever though we have only

pictured by Twain as an almost conscious, malicious
symbol of the culture.
But Huck is not the simplistic hero of American

romance. Though he tries mightily to flee the
corruptions of the surrounding culture, Huck's
values are nonetheless consistently infected by the
culture around him. For example, Huck fabricates
the story of an accident on board a steamboat, and
when asked if anyone was hurt, he replies, "No'm,
Killed a nigger,"'The fact that the culture is
embedded in Huck's own personality establishes the
tension of the moment when Huck chooses to "go to
hell" rather than inform Miss Vy'atson of Jim's
location. Thus, it is clear that as Huck flees the
corruption of culture, he f,lees from something within
himself as well,

occassional and short-lived glimpses of its reality.
The Prodigal Son

an

At this point, F{uck's story relates to another story
of flight
- the prodigal son. The source of Huck's
heroic stature is his freedom from the culture. His
innocence, paradoxically, derives from and

of the

contributes to his freedom. Huck is an outcast of the

Huck and the World
Huck, the innocent waif who only partially escapes
the destructive molding of the prevailing civilization,
passes

from one episode to the next with

unconscious tendency to expose the emptiness

Twain exposes through Huck, for example, the
pretensions of the gaudy South in the Grangerford/
Shepherdson episode. Huck observes the feud and
comments, "It made me so sick.,.."' Later, as he
covers the face of his dead friend, Buck, Huck says,
"I cried a little."4 Twain, like Huck, is sickened by
observing a society of promise operating at an
animalistic level.

of the novel follow much the
same pattern. Huck is struck by the similarity
between the pigs and the people of Brickville, ArkSuccessive episodes

ansas, and, after Sherburn callously murders Boggs,
Huck says, "I could a staid, if I'd a wanted to, but I
didn't want to."' Finally, the fragile Eden of the raft
the duke and
is invaded by the con-artists
dauphin. Their antics expose the imbecility and

-

gullibility of most of the people along the shore, but
they also serve to illustrate the insecurity of the raft

world and the overwhelming power

and
pervasiveness of the society's evil. Twain, through
Huck, disdainfully laments, "I never see anything so
disgusting.' 'u
Twain's ineubating despair at the possibility of a
meaningful escape from the culture becomes eviclent
in the fact that the raft is eontrolled by the current of

the Mississippi River. That is, the journey of the
escapees is somehow out of their hands, and this
provides the irony of a runaway slave running deeper
into slave territory. The raft, as we have seen, is
invadeel by the shore's corruption in the form of the
two con-men. Finally, the raft is destroyed by that
technological wonder, the steamboat, which is
t2

because of this, he
white-trash
- and destructive
molding.
of the society's
His ironical freedom produces innocence. As this
innocence gives way to accumulated knowledge,
Huck's options are increasingly restricted. Thus, the

society

culture.

-

escapes much

despair that is often associated with Twain's later
writings is visible even here in his masterpiece.
Freedom is also the issue of Jesus' parable of the

prodigal. In his flight to obtain freedom from the
father, the son finds only a new and horrifying kind
of enslavement. His increasing knowledge of the
world apart from the father leads him first to the
brink of despair and, when all else has collapsed, he
finally decides to go home.
This "going home," so simply stated, is the power
source of Christianity, The Christian is, ultimately,
someone who believes that he can escape the trap of

"Ferhaps, øs Twø¡n aceuses, we have simply
from the

created onother system &p$rt
Father,"

his own egocentricity along with the decaying force
of his "civilized" environment
- that he can "pull
up stakes" and go home. The Christian confesses, as
Martin Luther expounds, that man is "eurved in"

upon

himself

,

and this idolatry can only

be

eliminated by the movement of an exterior reality *
the grace of God. The Christian celebrates, as David
sings, the commitrnent to "dwell in the house of the
I-orel, forever"" Despite my unfamiliarity with the
customs of the place, despite my sloppy manners and
undeservingness, "I will stay!" I have a key to the
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front door. I can go home. My entrapment has been
by the interventionary, historical action of

ended
God.

For Mark Twain, of course, there exists no home
to which one can go. Twain summarizes his attitudes
toward conventional religious alternatives with the
cryptic observation: "If Christ were here now, there
is one thing he would not be
- a Christian."s Twain
sees the religion of his time as one more symptom of
the awful misdirection of the culture. He can not
conceive of a humane religion. The religious folk of
Huckleberry Finn are deluded, loveless and, most
often, hypocritical. Huck and Jim do not bring
religion to the raft. Throughout his writings, Twain
shows contempt for the God of the Christian religion
and takes delight in exposing the variance between
the ethical statements of the church and her actual
practice. Twain chooses to celebrate the human
spirit. Like Sophocles or Shakespeare, Twain
believes in the divine possibility of the human
tragedy.
Some Implications

Perhaps it is here that a discussion of Mark
Twain's greatest work and its contrast with that
gospel within the gospel, the parable of the prodigal
son, intersects with our own experience. ls there not
an implicit challenge to the religious structures of
Christendom in Twain's dismissal of the religious
alternative? Is there not a challenge, as well, in Jesus'
simple contention that one must "go home"?
The restoration heritage is, by definition, a
rejection, another "running" from the world around
us with its cultural enticements and sophisticated
entrapments. We have, quite often, been very sure
about what we are running "from" but less sure
about what we are running "to." Generally, our
running has not been a "going home." For the
daring and courageous adventure

of faith-dominated,

grace-accepting, spiritually centered lives in the midst
of a nonsense world, we have substituted another
system.

Perhaps, Twain criticizes rightly. It is as if the
prodigal builds a shrine in the far-away land to
occasionally talk about the father and life at home
instead of simply going there. Our system has its
rules ("We speak where the Bible speaks...."), and it
is replete with a written and unwritten structure. Our
system celebrates a God who, as Frederick Buechner
says, "asks so little and promises so much: peace of
mind, the end of our inferiority complexes" Go to
ehureh and feel better."e
Yet, this ecclesiastical organization, within which
spirituality has becorne an unnecessary and often
eumbersome option, continues to eall itself "the
church." This has, of course, created great discom-
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fort in many. Our dropouts are legion. The stigma of
sacrificing the mystery of human existence and the
tragic perception of the human spirit for a network
of codes, a compromise with prevailing cuhure, and
a simplistic approach to such mysterious profundities

"Our churches, in their system orientation
failure to address the real pain of people's
lives, have reflected rather thøn commented
upon the misfíring of the culture."

and

as salvation has left us bereft of many of those of
thoughtfulness and compassion who once stood in
the very center of our ranks. Perhaps, as Twain
accuses, we have simply created another system apart
from the Father. Twain's version of salvation as seen
through Huck Finn is unacceptable in its transience,

but his vision is spiritually superior, even in

its
bleakness, to our retreat-oriented, negating practice.
Huckleberry Finn chronicles the misfiring of the
American dream. Huck says of Tom's accident at the
end of the narrative, "He had a dream and it shot
him."'o We, too. Modern writers such as F. Scott

Fitzgerald and Ernest Hemingway further expound

this insight. In fact, most of twentieth

century
American writing is simply a development of Twain's

thesis. Something has gone tragically wrong in
America.
And where do the churches stand in this drama?
Something has gone wrong there, as well. Our
churches, in their system orientation and failure to
address the real pain of people's lives, have reflected
rather than commented upon the misfiring of the
culture. Vy'e, perhaps, sorrowfully express the misfiring of Jesus' dream of taking us home. We have
sought refuge from the awesome grace of God in
systems
orders of worship, ice-cream suppers,

attendance drives, budget Sundays. We have
substituted for the glorious dream of Christ for his
church a good, stable, middle-class social institution
where we can meet friends and feel comfortatlle.
So, what remains? Possibly, Huck and Jim can
speak to us yet. The horrifying fate which they
experience in their dramatic reduction in the novel's
eoneluding pages simply corroborates their supreme
value. Huck and Jim represent a spiritual force * a
hearkening of the human spirit which is not easily
snuffed out. No book offers so much hope in the
midst of so much darkness as does Huckleberry Finn.
If we can but hear the voice of the boy Adam who
however fleetingly, reaehes spiritual meaning
through courageous groping, we might learn to go
beyond simplistic systems, inadequate structures,
anel trurdensome organizations to the Father
Himself.
13
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"The Four Seasoq-ts"
Bv WAYNE WIESE

If

ever there was a pre-sold movie, it's this one.
Cast the favorite male and female television stars of
recent years (AIan Alda and Carol Burnett) as the
leads, add a talented ensemble of supporting players,
and spin a story about relationships (cf . Ordinøry
People, Kramer vs. Kramer) with clever dialog and
comic situations (ø /ø Neil Simon). Result -' a readymade hit. So how come I feel disappointed?
Probably because there are far too many missed
opportunities here.
the friendThe subject is friendship
- specifically,
Alda and Burnett,
ship of three married couples

Jack Weston and Rita Moreno, Len Cariou and
(and/or
Bess Armstrong) * over the
Sandy Dennis
course of four outings, one per season for a year. The
relationship starts in the brightness of spring,
develops problems in the summer when Cariou divorces Dennis to marry the younger Armstrong,
decays further in the fall, and comes to a point of
decision and renewal at the end of winter as the ice
thaws.

perhaps too neat, since
That's all very neat
- screenplay
and directed,
Alda, who also wrote the
spends too much time drawing out the symbolism to

the accompaniment

of

Vivaldi's musie, and not

enough time in charaeter and plot development.
'Ihe basic theme is the problem of o'saluting only
i.e., having as friends
those who salute you back"

to like, When
only those whom it's convenient
Cariou brings Armstrong into the group, the other
couples are scandalized ancl subtly let the happy
twosome feel their displeasure. Alda is espeeially

judgmental, an attitude which is compounded by his
own middle-aged fantasies about Armstrong. Alda
takes ouf his jealousy of Nick by going all out in

l4

macho sports contests. Meanwhile, the others try to
sort out their own feelings about leaving Dennis out
of their circle altogether. As a subplot, Weston is an
overweight over-aged worrier whose quirkiness is a
matter for laughter rather than caring by the other
members of the group.

This material is so very rich in possibilities, yet
Alda, as writer, seems to let most of the force get
away from him, One moment we get comedy, the
next moment dramatic explosions, but no real unify-

ing texture. Like one of those interminable comic
stories without much of a punch line, the movie sets
us up and leaves us hanging. Much of this vacuum is
due to Alda's failure to fully develop his characters.
We love Carol Burnett and Rita Moreno for who
they are in real life, not because they have any roles
to play here. Though the rest do have roles, only
Alda and Weston get to do much with them. Alda's
cleverest bit of business in the whole production was
to give his character precisely the exasperating selfrighteousness which he is often perceived to have in
real life. Jack Weston is irrestible as a decent man
petrified by his own mortality.
P.S.: Firsl Monday in October is an homogenized
movie. It's a bit hard to imagine that a film that deals
with women's rights, pornography, and the power of
big-business conglomerates could be this blanel.
Walter Matthau is always a pleasure (and his makeup
is fantastic) and Barnard Hughes could act the cover
off the phone book, but they and Jill Clayburgh are
reduced to the status of talking heads by a script that
never tries to follow one logieal thought to a conclusion since it's too busy being "cutesy." Oh, yes

I enjoyed it anyway.

-
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Books That Shaped the Church: Part Three
Jerome, Vulgate

"As Jerome extended his work from the Gospels to the Psalms to the rest of the
Old Testament, he met criticism from those who preferred the familiar."
By EVERETT FERGUSON
Jerome (Hieronymus), the greatest scholar of the
Latin church in the early centuries, was born to
Christian parents in the 340's near Aquileia. He

Testament authors in quoting the Old Testament in
favor of freer translation.

Jerome's major innovation was to base his
translation of the Old Testament on the original
Hebrew rather than on the Greek version. His
knowledge of Hebrew had further shown him that
the Jewish canon did not include the Apocryphal
Damasus, the bishop of Rome, on a translation of books which were found in the copies of the Greek
the Gospels. With this assignment Jerome had found Old Testament. Although he was persuaded to
the work which was to be his major contribution to translate T'obit and Judith, he showed his attitude
western church history. Always a promoter of toward these books in doing Tobit in one hasty day's
asceticism, he finally settled at Bethlehem as the di- labor.
rector of a monastery. After involvement in many
From the sixth century what came to be called the
controversies, personal and doctrinal, he died in420. Vulgate was put together: Jerome's Old Testament
Latin versions of the Bible had been in existence translated from the Hebrew except for the Psalms,
- based on the Greek
from the latter part of the second century. These which was taken from a revision
Latin versions (the Old Latin) were numerous, done text which Jerome had also made and
by various persons of varying ability, often not supplemented by the Apocrypha; and Jerome's
carefully done, and at variance with one another. version of the Gospels, plus the rest of the New
This situation produced a desire for a more accurate Testament, perhaps revised by another. This text
and more idiomatic translation. Yet as Jerome circulated along with the Old Latin for some time but
extended his work from the Cospels to the Psalms in the eighth and ninth centuries came fully into its
ancl the rest of the Old Testament, he met eritieism own. The term Vulgate (the common version) has
from those who preferred the familiar.
been in use since the thirteenth century. The Wycliffe
Jerome's work was as a reviser; he stated that he and Douay versions in English were made from the
did not attempt a completely new translation but Vulgate, The Council of Trent in 1546 declared the
sought as few changes as possible. He preferred Vulgate the official version of the scriptures for the
simple language, not rhetorical effect. He also stated Roman Catholic Church. Only in the twentieth
that he attempted to be as literal as possible; yet his century has fhe hold of the Vulgate been broken in
actual practice was toward translating the thought, Roman Catholic circles.
and he appealed to the example of the New
Missions, church renewal, and scholarship have
provided
the incentives for Bible translation in the
Ifvcrelt Irerguson is profèssor ol churi:h hislory at Abilcrìc Christiân
three prolific periods of this activity
in the ancient
Unive rsity.
received a good education and was baptized in Rome
toward the end of his student days. While living as a
hermit in the desert east of Antioch, he learned
Hebrew. Back in Rome in 382, he was set to work by

-
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church as the gospel spreacl to new language areas,
the Reformation of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and the twentieth century. Jerome's work
came at the climax of the first period, but for this

series of articles it may represent the importance of
the translated Bible among n'The Books that Shaped
the Church. " The Vulgate itself had enormous

influence in shaping the liturgy, theology, and institutions of the western church in the Middle Ages

and beyond,
F-or Further Sfudy

There is now a major comprehensive biography of Jeronre by J.N.D.
Kelly, Jerome: Itis Life, Wr¡lings, dnd Conlrov¿r$lei (London: Duckworth,
1978).

For the history of the transmission of the llible, see F.F. Bruce, The ßooks
ond lhe Parchnenls, rev. cd. (Old Tappan, N,J.: Revell, 1963).
.For the Vulgate in particular see the articles in Cantbridge llistory of the
Bible (Canbridge: University Press, .1969-70), Vol. l, pp. 510-541, and Vol.

1ll-99111
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Assessing the
Moräl Majority

o'The Christian members of the Morøl

Majority høve made øn tmportønt ønd
legitirnøte discovery: thøt biblical Christianity has cleør political, legal, ønd
eco

nomic imp lic øt ions.

"

By RICI{ARD J. MOUW
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its rnost visible organized manifestation, the Moral
Majority, leel by the Reverend Mr. Jerry Falwell.
Much of the eommentary has been negative in tone,
although the criticisms have been diverse, coming
from a variety of perspectives.
Balance is necessary, I think, in evaluatilg the
Rev. Falwell and his organization. My overall reaction to the Moral Majority is, in fact, ambivalent,
and I will attempt here to express that ambivalence in
Copyright OI98l by Wnr, Il. Eerdmans Publishing Company; reprinred by ¡ærnrission. T'h is art icle originalJy appe a recl in The lle.fòrntcd Jou rnul, .l une, 198 I .
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a systematic fashion by offering several observations
pro and con. On each side of the leelger I will set
forth five observations, thus striving for a symmetry
of sorts, Not all of these observations are of equal

weight, but I will leave it to the reader to assign
values and total up the score.
I begin, then, with five positive comments.
First, there is no doubt in my mind that many
eommon criticisms of the Moral Majority are misguided. Secular commentators in the mass media
have been the worst offenders here. I happen to think
that there is much intelligent commentary on religious matters in the mass media these days. The
major news magazines and daily newspapers employ
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many of whom are theologically
of whom are even evangelical
Christians
who often write helpful and sensitive
- religious phenomena. But unforarticles about
was especially
tunately it has also happened
- this that
true during the pre-election period
those who
have written about the born-again-right are not the
religion writers

sensitive and some

religion writers but the political commentators.

These tend to be notoriously ignorant of substantive
religious matters, a fact made obvious by much that
has been written on the "op-ed" pages about the

Moral Majority.
Second, there can be no doubt that the program of
the Moral Majority is an evolving program. Recently
I traveled to a college where I was to give a speech on

the Moral Majority. When I arrived at my motel
room, I turned on the TV set just at the beginning of
an hour-long interview with Jerry Falwell on William
F. Buckley's "Firing Line." I was impressed at how
many times Rev. Falwell attempted to qualify,
modify, or retract earlier statements. My impression
was of a person systematically softening earlier hardline positions. And in every case, from my
perspective, the movement-however minimal-was
in the rieht direction,
Third, the Christian members of the Moral Majority have made an important and legitimate
discovery: that biblical Christianity has clear
political, legal, and economic implications. For many
of us, this development calls for some rejoicing, A
dozen or so years ago some of us in the conservativeevangelical community had become convinced that
Christianity was in a prof ound sense a ¡rolitical religion, but we did not always fincl evangelical audiences
receptive to this emphasis, In those days it seemed
that the process of evangelical consciousness-raising
required two important steps: first, we had to convince people that there was a political dimension to
the gospel; and then, if that first step could be taken,
we had to stimulate Christians to think carefully
about the substantive concerns ancl policies which
were eentral to a properly formed Christian political
witness.

The Moral Majority has been an important
for completing the first step. In many
significant areas of the f undamentalist and
instrument

evangelical worlds, it is no longer necessary to argue
that the gospel calls for political obedience. Many of
the basic ärguments which fell upon deaf evangelical
ears a decade ago are now being put forth forcefully
in the very citadels of fundamentalism,
This is no rninor development. l)uring the Buckley
inierview Rev, Falwell reported that fifteen years ago
he had preached a sermon denouncing Martin Luther
King for eonfusing religion and politics. But reeently,
Falwell admitted, he had preached a sermon in which

he told his congregation that the earlier sermon had
been misguided. And then Falwell utterecl words

which I thought I would never hear from a white
fundamentalist preacher this side of the .Iordan:
"Martin Luther King was right and I was wrong."
Confessions of this sort are not signs that the entire
battle is won. But they are a clear indication that we

have arrived at a new and more sophisticated stage in
the discussion. l, for one, greet this development

with deep gratitude.
Fourth, many of the substansive policy concerns of
the Moral Majority are, as I view things, correct and
commendable. I am willing to join them in the fight
against abortion on demand. I too am concerned
about the growing state control of family matters,
including the tendency to view children as wards of
the state. I too resent value-laden sex education
programs which parade as value-free analysis. All
Christians ought to be distressed over the growing

"Men¡t oJ'the substantive polic), concerns oJ'

the Moral Maiorit¡t üre correcf and commendable."
sexual anarchy and public moral perversion in our
society. These are not "right-wing" concerns. They
are Christian concerns.
Fifth, the Moral Majority seems to be engaged in a
legitimate and honest attempt to find nonecclesiastical ways of witnessing collectively as Christians in
the political arena. Those of us who are Kuyperian in

our social views have often argued that North
Americans have regularly posed a false choice in
dealing with the proper shape of Christian political

witness. It is often assumed that the exclusive options
are ecclesiastical pronouncements or the exercise of a

purely individual political responsibility. Vy'e have
proposed a third alternative: corporate but
nonecclesiastical political witness. The Moral
Majority seems to be an experiment in this direction,
attempting to put together a broadly based coalition
of Christians who have eommon political Çoncerns.
Liberal critics who insist on charging the Moral
Majority with sectarianism or who voice fears about
violations of the separation of church and state,
betray their eontinuing refusal to transcend the
myopia embedded in their own rhetoric.

ûn the other hancl. . .
First, the members of the Moral Majority often
seem confused about and insensitive to the requirements of life in a pluralistie soeiery. Itousseau onee
insisted tl1ãt it is hopeless to try to draw a line
between civil and theological intolerance, since "it is
impossible to live at peace with those whom we
believe to be damned. " Manv conservative
.
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Christians have demonstrated their agreement with
this contention: since they believe that certain ideas
and practices are damnable, they have refused to live
in peace with those who advocate them. Liberals too

to agree with Rousseau, and thus have
acted as if tolerance requires that no idea or practice
be considered damnable.
have tried

The anti-pluralistic tones of many of the Moral

Majority's policy proposals should force us to
examine carefully the ways in which orthodox
Christians may live at peace with the damned. Lewis

Smedes,

for one, has offerecl some helpful

suggestions along these lines ("Cleaning up the
Nation: Nine Theses on Politics and Morality," RJ,

June 1980).

It is

imperative that the discussion

continue.

Second, the Moral Majority and related organizations often seem to operate with a "Manichaean"
view of reality. Every issue is presented in terms of
radically opposed viewpoints. Flexibility and tentativeness are eschewed. Options are spelled out in
terms of absolutes. A writer in The Congressional
Record reported that at one new-right strategy conference grass-roots organizers were told to simplify
the issues: people must be told that every choice is the
absolute choice between right and wrong.
This is a dangerous mentality. It assumes that we
have nothing to learn from our political opponents.
If we can find a few disagreeable items in the
program of the raclical feminists, then we can simply

some degree continues to be, sexually opressive. We

have much to repent

of, and we are not being well

served by a Christian sexual ideology which fails to
acknowledge this.

Fourth, there often seems to be no clear
correspondence between the concerns of the Moral
Majority and the biblical issues which bear directly
on political and economic life today. Some of the
indictments of the Moral Majority seem strange
judgments for Christians to insist upon in fiery prophetic tones. It is not clear, for example, why the
Panama Canal Treaty ought to figure prominently in
a Christian laundry list of political concerns.
On some other very important issues the Moral
Majority seems to me either wrong or silent. To their
great credit Billy Graham and Pat Robertson have
spoken out against the nuclear arms race. One can
guess that it was not easy for either of them to do
so, but heeding the biblical call to peacemaking, each
has felt compelled to speak out against the vast

destruction which has become a very real possibility
today. Why don't we hear a similar word from Jerry
Falwell? Instead we seem to be getting a consistent
message of chauvinistic militarism.
And where in the Moral Majority's program do we
detect something of God's compassion for the poor
and the oppressed of the earth? Where is the clear
word of divine judgment against racism?
Our fifth and final negative observation has to do
with a very specific theme: the strong American nø-

lionalism of the Moral Majority. During a recent dis-

"The inordinate love of natíon ís a genuine cussion on the Phil Donahue TV show, Jerry Falwell
threøt to Chrìstían discípleship. Insofør øs was asked his opinion of American restrictions on
the Moral Majority promotes patterns of Japanese imports. He began his answer by insisting
he had strong international concerns
American nationalism, ít must be viewed as that
- his organization, he observed, supports missionaries
ø force that is seriously compromising the stationed all over the world. But when the interests of
message ol the Christian gospel."
the United States are at stake, he confessed, he takes
dismiss everything they have to say to us. Such an
attitude requires no openness to self-criticism or
dialogue. It is simplistic and promotes self-righteousness,

Third, the Moral Majority seems to be insensitive
to many of our past and present sins as a Christian
community-even sins we have committed against
persons and groups with whom we have legitimate
clisagreements. This is especially true on sexual
matters. I have expressed my own genuine concern
about the growing sexual anarchy and perversion in
our sociefy. There is much in the contemporary

sexual elimate that ought to be repulsive anel
friglitening to Christians, But at the same time we
cannot ignore the fact that Christians have contributed to this situation in repulsive and frightening
ways. 'lhe Christian community has been, and to
l8

his stand on patriotic grounds. In the final analysis
and these are his exacf words
-- "my allegiance is
-to the
United States. PeriodI"
That is a terrible, and I think heretical, thing to
say. The primary allegiance of any born-again

Christian is to Jesus Christ and to tha.t community of
human beings
from every nation, yet one
- elect
over all the earth
who have been ransomecl by his
- a new people. No Christian can
blood anrl made into
ever rightly say "Period!" after some claim which
asserts the self-interest of a specific nation. Our ties

to

Russian pentecosf als, black South African

Calvinists, Polish Catholics, and Arab Methodists
must be seen as much stronger than any bond
wrought by the accidents of geography.
The inordinate love of nation is a genuine threat to
Christian discipleship. ,4t its most extreme, it runs
the genuine risk of idolat.ry. Insofar as the Moral
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Majority promotes patterns ol'American nationalism, it must be viewed as a force that is seriously
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No one will ever write
a cheer for Truth,

For cheers do not contain
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Bobbie ï-ee [Iolley, Book Review Editor

Americsn Fundamentülßm :
Coming to Terms With s Troublesome Heritøge
'oFundamentalists and other evøngelicøls have not merely survived; they have
ernerged øs the most prominent force in,Americsn Protestantism today."
By JOEL CARPEI\¡TER
mericans are ofien embarrassed by their nation's
rI rreligious life. Those who would see the United

modern Americans do not like to be reminded of
evangelical Christianity's continuing influence on

Moral Majority or the current movement to give

embarrassed about some aspects of it. As Edmund
Morgan once commented (about our treatment of the

States as a member of the modernized, secularized
West react with red faces and short tempers to the

creationist accounts equal time with evolution in biology texts. Just as the worldly spokesmen of the
1920s sought to exorcise the ghosts of the Puritans,
so the pundits of our day struggle with this country's
evangelical and fundamentalist heritage. Vy'e have
Iearned to accept and appreciate the Puritans ever
since historians Perry Miller and Edmuncl Morgan
rediscovered a tough-minded realisrn in thern that

suited the mood of mid-twentieth century
intellectuals" But Perry Miller also found that
revivalism was "the one clearly given truth" of
American culture by the mid-nineteenth centuly, and
William Mcloughlin claims that the revival pattern
still forms the key for understanding how American
culture responds to challenges. Nonetheless, many

our culture, and many Christians are

equally

Puritans), we distort and caricature that which we
have trouble accepting or understanding.

At

H,L. Mencken covered the Scopes
evangelicalism anel especially its antimodernist variation known as fundamentalism, have
becn vulnerable to caricature. Fundamentalism's
image has been shaped by its most colorful and
rambunctious representatives, whom the press
least since

Trial,

irrvariably has chosen as spokesmen. The movement
has become a symbol for much that has been wrong
with Middle America: bigotry, obscurantism, and a
lack ol propriety and taste. Even though their instincts often paralleled those of the culture's most
prophetic critics, such as'f.S. Eliot, Reinhold

Niebuhr, or Alexander Solzhenitsyn, fundanot been taken seriously. Their

mentalists have
Joel Car¡:enter is ¡:rofcssor
Dcerfield, lllinois.
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intellectuals have used thought structures considered
outmodecl. Many studies have focused on the ugliest

aspects of the movement while neglecting those
which reflect and have helped to shape what historian

Charles

C. Alexander has called the "youthful

strength and promise and . . . multicolored vibrance
of American culture,"
Ever since its first exposure to widespread pubiic
scrutiny in the 1920s and 1930s, fundamentalism has
suffered at the hands of historians. As an embarrassing reminder of an evangelical heritage the country
should have outgrown, the movement suffered many
ritual slayings. Even in its first book-length history,
Stewart C. Cole's T'he History o.f' Fundamentalism
(New York, 193 l), it was treated as an anomaly, a
remaining neurosis that would be cured by proper
religious education. Even since World War II, when

a new evangeìicalism le d by

f

undamentalist

of Billy Cìralram has shown unexpected
vitality and popularity, historians have persisted in
calling for the movement's soon demise. Richarcl
Hofstader, in his Anti-Inlellectualism in American
trle (New York, 1963), and William Mcloughlin,
author of Modern Revivalism: From Chqrles G.
Finney ro Billy Grahqnt (New York, 1959), saw
fundamentalism as a reaction to the passing of tl-re
old order, a phenomenon that would fade as a new
cultural mainstream was formed. Indeed, even in fhe
lace of a revival of evangelical faith in the 1970s,
Mcloughlin in his latest work, .Revlvals, Awakenings
and Reform (Chicago, 1978), still considers fundamentalists ancl evangelicals as "Old Lights, "
In the past fifteen years, however, a major writing
of fundamentalism's history has begun. Historians
who have accepted the continuing vitality of
evangelical religion have urged a new appreciation
for fundamentalism's role in American culture.
Ernest Sandeen, in several articles and a seminal
study, The Rools of Fundamentalisnt: British und
Americon Millenarionism, 1800-1930 (Chicago,
1970), attacked the older approach, "We live in a
fragmented and divided culture," he claimed, "We
live in a society in which most of tìre problems are
created by sub-groups whose values ancl ideals are
threatened by changes ... and who doggedly refuse to
drop their elaims or change their attitudes as the
result of a little more time." He asserted that conflicts
in American culture are real anel lasting, the results
of profound cultural and ideological differences
deeply rooted in each group's past. 'T'hus it will not
do to simply reduce fundamentalism to a social and
psychic reaction or mentality, It is a movemenl wtth
its own institutions, beliefs, and goals. Furthermore,
it is religious in eharacter with genuinely religious
su¡rporters

roots.

What are the roots of fundamentalism, then?
Sandeen maintains that its most important root is the

millenarian movement, an Anglo-American

resurgence of belief in the premillennial second
coming of Jesus Christ. It was promoted by the Bible
teachers of the British Plymouth Brethren sect in the
late nineteenth century and gained a major following
in the United States after it became the working
belief of a number of ieading evangelists and pastors,
most notably Dwight L. Moody. Millenarian thought

"At leust since H"L" Mencken covered the

Scopes Trial, evangelicülism and J'undømentalism have been vulnerable to caricature."

carried many of the seeds of the later fundamentalist
outlook, such as a prediction both of declining

spirituality and growing false doctrine in the
churches and of an increase of evil in the culture at

large. The Princeton Calvinist theology contributed
another root: the verbal inerrancy of scripture.
Fundamentalism then is an alliance of these two
religious schools of thought that sought to uphold
the orthodoxy of American Protestant
denominations and purge the threats to Christian
civilization from American life. Of the two roots,
however, millenarianism is the most important; for,
according to Sandeen, it "gave life and shape to the
Fundamentalist movement.

"

The Roots of Fundamentalism has stimulated a

flurry of scholarly activity in the past

decade.

Historians have been encouraged to sympathetically
explore the evangelical and fundamentalist heritage
in dissertations, articles, and books that flesh out or
examine some aspect of Sandeen's pioneering work.

C. Allyn Russell's fascinating gallery of
fundamentalist portraits, Voices of American

Fundamentalism: Seven Biographicøl Studies (Philadelphia, 1976), for example, shows the wide range of
expression and orientation within the movement and
casts some doubt on Sandeen's thesis that millenarianism was the major tie between these disparate
characters. Another important study, Living in the

Shadr¡w of the Second Coming: American
Premillennialism, 1875-1925 (New York, 1979), by
Timothy Weber, church historian at Conservative
Baptist Theological Seminary, closely examines the
millenarian movement itself. According to Weber,
premillennialists did not always behave as one might
predict, considering the pessimistic cast of their prophetic beliefs and the fundamentalist destination of
their movement, They often loyally supportecl their
denominations and engaged in social ministries. This
view implies that Sandeen may have given too heavy
an emphasis to the shaping power

of millenarianism

in the formation of fundamentalisl attitudes. On this
point he has encountered criticism, most notably
from George Marsden, historian at Calvin College.
This past year Marsden published his own study,
2t
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þ'undatnentali,sm and Anterican Culture: The
Shaping

of

7-wenlieth Century Evøngelicalism, 18701925 (New York, 1980), which should prove the rnost

valuable and satisfying treatment of the subject now
available, Marsden clearly owes a debt to the recent
intensified study of American evangelicalism, but his
book also represents his own creative and analytical

virtuosity.
Marsden's F-undqmentallsrr, though written with
wit and clarity, is a complex work. The author has no
one central thesis, as does Sandeen; instead he tries to

portray the many influences and traditions that
shaped fundamentalism as a distinctive version of
American evangelical Christianity. Unlike Sandeen,
who in some respects contends that the controversies
of the 1920s were incidental to the development of
the movement's character, Marsden sees this period
as providing the normative model for defining

fu¡rdamentalism.

He defines it most sirnply

as

"militantly anti-modernist Protestant evangelicalism." One may wonder if this definition rules out
evangelicals whose identity and allegiances fell
outside the ranks of the fundamentalist movement:
the holiness-oriented Nazarenes, the Church of
Christ separatists, Foursquare Gospel pentecostalsall militantly anti-modernist in the 1920s; or the
Missouri Synod Lutherans, who had their guard up

against both modernism and revivalistic

fundamentalism. Indeed, Marsden's account of the
movement's origins, distinctive beliefs, and denominational locations better describes its shape and
boundaries than does his definition.
He begins his account with a survey of post-Civil

War evangelical Protestantism, showing that

although it appeared to be the dominant cultural
force, its dominance and unity did not last. To the
challenges

of industrial society, of

religious and

cultural pluralism, and of such ideas as evolutionary
naturalism, evangelical Protestants were increasingly
split in their response. Some, such as the eloquent
pulpiteer Henry Ward Beecher, saw Cocl immanently
involved in the best achievements of the culture.

n'Social mínistries becønne'something
liherals do' and santething fwnelømentalists

avoídecl""

They retained a postmillennial faith in progress and
accommodated traditional beliefs to fit new views of
the world. Others of the same antebellum reform

lineage âs Beecher, e.g., Jonathan and Charles
Blaneharel of Wheaton College, saw not progress,
but instead a growing conflict. They adopted a premillennial, embattled perspective toward the culture.
More visible tlian either of these tendencies in the
22

1870s and 1BB0s, says the author, was the growth of
urban revivalism led by Dwight L. Moody, the era's
"Mr. Evangelical." Moody was pragmatic, not
much given to conflict; but he did become a
millenarian and saw the world as a burning ship.
Christians' major task was to man the lifeboats and
offer personal salvation. Moody's empire of evangel-

ical instituiions and his catholicity of çoncerns,
including holiness, premillennialism, urban and
foreign evangelism, and popular biblical education
would provide the foundation for the fundamentalist
movement. He and the Blanchards illustrate the
tension in fundamentalism between militancy and the
contrasting concern for holiness and saving souls.
In the second section, the author traces the origins
and convergence of proto-fundamentalism into a
coherent movement between 1880 and 1915. Here we

see the growing popularity of dispensational
premillennialism, a story well covered by Sandeen

and Weber. But in other areas Marsden offers strikingly new perspectives. He describes the movement's
adoption of holiness doctrines that were palatable to
its Reformed-oriented Baptist, Congregationalist,

and Presbyterian constituents. This holiness emphasis helped produce urban social ministries,
missionary commitment, and a piety that softened
the stark, stern outlook of premillennialism. Indeed,
Marsden claims, holiness probably shaped the movement more at this time than did millenarianism. He
also explains the later demise of evangelical social
concern, the "Great Reversal" that has been much
discussed but little understood. His conclusion is
simple but convincing: it was not premillennial pessi-

mism, holiness pietism's alleged passivity, or
revivalistic individualism that stunted social concern.
The major factor was rather the rise of the theologically liberal Social Gospel and a growing
suspicion of it among conservative evangelicals.
Social ministry thus became "something liberals do"
and something fundamentalists avoided.
Marsden next covers the growing alarm over theo-

logical liberalism, the publication of the Fundomentals, and some early tremors of controversy,
especially among l.{orthern Baptists and northern
Presbyterians. Since the Princeton conservatives'
eloctrine of verbal inerrancy woulei become a
mainstay for fundamentalism, the author pays
special attention to the Frincetonarians and finds in
their thought another important root of funcla-

mentalism: Common Sense philosophy. Recently this
tradition has received increased historical attention
and Marsden makes heavy use of the new literature.

While others have suggested that Common Sense
Realism and Bae onian empirical sciene e we re
significant sources of fundamentalist thought,
Marsden actuallv traces these themes in the work of
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the later Princeton men such as B.B. Warfield and in
the thought of fundamentalist leaders. No doubt this

will help many understand how the fundamentalists
could consistently denounce the scientists while at the
same time claiming to be rational and scientific
themselves.

In a third section, the author shows how these
conservative evangelicals became actively and
militantly anti-modernist and launched a crusade on
two fronts: to purge the denominations of liberalism
and the public schools of evolutionary teaching. This
movement did not automatically become fundaWorld War I.
mentalist; it took a catalyst

-

"Conservstive evangelicals becsme actively
and militantly anti-moderníst and launched
a crusede on two fronts: to purge the
denominations of lìberalism and the public
schools of evolutìonary tesching. "
Historians have often pointed to the Great War as
the source of cultural conflicts in the 1920s, and
Ernest Sandeen shows that the war intensified the
millenarians' belief that the Second Coming was
near. But Marsden gives a full and satisfying account
of how wartime paranoia made militant fundamentalists out of conservative evangelicals. While
modernist leaders accused fundamentalists of
pacifism and disloyalty to the war cause, fundamentalists accused the modernists of holding to the
same beliefs that produced Gennan militarism:
evolutionism and destructive biblical criticism.
American democracy and Christian civilization were
being threatened from within by these same beliefs
and the Red Scare of l9l9-1920 added a new threat:
"godless communism." Spurred on by these fears,
the fundamentalists prepared to do "battle royal for
the faith," as one leader put it.

The rest of the story is anticlimactic in many
told often before, the fundamentalist parties in the northern Presbyterian and
Northern Baptist denominations made an initial
show of strength and threatened the liberals' safety,
but were ultimately outmaneuvered and defeated.
They experienced internal splits over questions of
strategy and denominational loyalty and William
Jennings Bryan lost them public sympathy with his
debacle at Dayton, Tennessee. Ily 1925 the
movement was in retreat; it relocated more exclusively in a web of organizations, including the Bible
institutes and separatist fellowships. Part of the
movement would reemerge after Vy'orld War II with a
new, positive image represented by Billy Grahâm,
but in the interim it had lost the respect of the
reputed centers of American culture. Marsden ends
respects. As has been

the book with four helpful summaries; he tnterprets
fundamentalism variously as a social, political, in,
tellectual, and a uniquely American phenomerron.
þ-undsmentqlism and Anterican Culture contains

many more insights than can be breifly described
here, almost too rnany to be reaclily digested irr one
reading. It is a substantial book, the product ol

competent research, years of reflection and
discussion, and patient craltsmanship. Yet its
breadth, complexity, and analytical vigor sr"rggest
that lundamentalism and the wider American
evangelical mosaic of,fer many opportunitie s lor
further study. Readers of Mission Journal, for
example, may wish to know how the Churches of
Christ compared to fundamentalism in these same
years.

Marsden's work is cultural and intellectr"ral history
which takes seriously the thought and expression ol
popular leaders. He whets one's appetite for a closer
look, though, at the movement's character on the
local level arnong the missionaries, Ilible institutes,
and ordinary pastors and parishioners. There is plenty

of room, then, for the kind ol careful social history
now being done in other aspects of American life. I
do not expect Marsden's synthesis to give way easily,

but it could be that a closer look may confirm
Marsden's offhand comments that the average
fundamentalist may have been more i¡rterestecl

irr

personal holiness and evangelism than rnilitant antimodernism. lf that proves true, he had better revise
his definition of fundamentalism.

At only one major point does this book prove
dissatisfying. Although both Marsden and Sandeen

take seriously the continued vitality of f'undamentalism and have given it the respect ol sympathetic
scholarly treatment, neither of them givcs convincing

for its

sustained appeal. Marsden, âs
olf the movement as a lastditch stand. Rather, lundamentalism and its heirs
have survived because of what he calls the 'odynarnics
of unopposcd revivalism" in our culture . With lew
prevailing, venerable in stitutions t o dictate
conformity, fundamentalism lound a secure niche
fbr itself in our segmented, pluralistic society. It
became a subculture analogous to those of ethnic
reasons

Sandeen, rejects writing

groups.

But fundamentalists and other evangelicals have
not mcrely survived; they have emerged as the rnost
prominent foree in American Protestantisrn today.
Fundamentalism and other evangelical varieties must
not be seen merely as tolerated oddities in a plural-

istic society, but as thoroughly modern, lully
American, popwlar movements. Without this
perspective, even a fine history sueh as FundamenÍalism and American Culture seems oddly elegiac while
t h e evangeli cals thri ve o n . *.*--.-*",*ll$ffi\
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Food For
Africa:
You Can Help
ln Sub-saharan Africa over three million people have had to leave their
homes because of war and famine. From the Sahara desert south almost half the
people of Africa are malnourished. ln some rural areas half the children die
before they are five. This heart-wrenching situation prompts Christians to ask
"What can we do?"

Private organizations working

in Africa, particularly church agencies,

are

making significant contributions to relief efforts. Direct relief does help.
However, congressional action is also needed. Bread for the World", has
initiated African assistance and hunger prevention legislation in the U S
Congress to provide crucially needed assistance.
Legislation was introduced in the U.S. Senate by Sen. Mark O. Hatfield, ROre., and in the U.S. House of Representatives by Rep. Benjamin A. Gilman,
R N.Y., in September. (The bill number in the Senate is S 1675, Title V; in the
House HR 4588.)

This legislation transfers approximately $40 million worth of food from a
government sales program to one that establishes grain reserves and finances
other famine prevention measures, primarily in Africa.
It also shifts U.S. development aid, requiring that at least half of the aid be
used to provide irrigation, agricultural training or other goods and services for
the very poor. This aid will help recipients on the road to sell-sufficiency.
An added plus of the legislation is that it requires no additional spending.
lnstead, it redirects the funds so they go to persons most in need, especially in
Africa.

You can help save lives by writing to your representative and senators, asking

them to support increased aid aimed at the African food crisis. Mention the
legislation and its bill number in your letter.

'A

Christian citizens' movement that works

to influence public policy

decisions that affect hungry people. For more information write Bread
for the World, 32 Union Square East, New York, NY 10003.
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